A PANEL THAT SHINES, EVEN IN THE DARKEST WEATHER

USG SHEETROCK® BRAND

HIGH-PERFORMANCE INTERIOR WALL PANELS

USG Sheetrock® Brand Glass-Mat panels Mold Tough® are ideal for pre dry-in construction. Offering 12-month warranted weather performance, these panels deliver exceptional moisture and mold resistance where exposure is anticipated. Plus, they’re backed by the service and support only USG can provide. Because it’s easy to see what makes a better board.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE

Ideal for pre dry-in (aka pre-rock) construction or interior applications where glass-mat panels are desired

Features an inorganic fiberglass face and back that sheds water

Scores 10 out of 10 on ASTM D3273, providing the highest level of mold and moisture resistance available

EASY APPLICATION

Scores, snaps, installs and finishes similar to standard drywall, allowing for quick and easy installation with no sawing or special tools required

PEACE OF MIND

The 5/8” Firecode® X panel is UL Classified as to fire resistance, surface-burning characteristics and noncombustibility

Guaranteed for three years against manufacturing defects and 12 months of weather exposure
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United States Gypsum Company
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